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Blankenspoor named National Professor of the Year
by Carrie Maples
co-editor

practical importance of that research in addressing the problems that afflict humankind.
To his students he is an example of caring as
well as competence, 44 commented President
John Jacobson.
Students reflect the same attitude toward
Blankenspoor. "He's been as inspiration, and
he seems to know everything about," said
Melissa Vander Jagt ('92). 44I think we've all
learned a lot from him."

One of the nations top honors for a college professor has gone to a member of the
Hope faculty this year. Dr. Harvey
Blankenspoor, professor of biology has been
named 1991 Professor of the Year by the
Council for Advancement and Support of
Education (CASE). In a press conference held
on campus yesterday, Blankenspoor was preJason Evert ( ' 9 3 ) w o f k e d -with
sented with the award,
Blankenspoor this summer on the 44swimmer's
A panel of judges convened by CASE itch" research. He said 44He was always interand The Carnegie Foundation for the Ad- ested in teaching us other things about biolvancement of Teachogy, besides the reing
chose
'Harvey Blankenspoor is a search we were doBlankenspoor from
ing. And he was almaster
teacher,
not
only
of
the
439 instructors nomiways willing to talk
knowledge
and
skill
needed
for
nated by institutions
about anything-across the country. The research in biology, but also of
whether it had to do
Carnegie Foundation
the practical importance of that with research, careers
provides a cash award
research in addressing the or just our personal
of $10,000 to the lop
lives, even."
problems
that
afflict
humanprofessor.
According to
"CASE is pleased kind/
c o l l e a g u e s , while
to recognize Harvey
—President John Jacobson Blankenspoor cares a
Blankenspoor for his
great deal for his retremendous commitment to teaching, and his search, his students are his prime concern.
efforts to involve undergraduate students in
Dr. Donald Cronkite, chairperson of the
the United States and abroad in important biology department, said, 44...he told me that
scientific research," said Peter McE. there comes a time when a teacher becomes
Buchanan, president of CASE.
more interested in the students than in the
"As we begin a second decade of hon- subject matter, that he cares more about helporing outstanding leaching, CASE is privi- ing the student succeed than in preserving a
leged lo celebrate the achievements of Harvey body of information in the discipline...if you
Blankenspoor."
know how much Harvey cares about his disBlankenspoor's research takes him all
over the world. His work in researching deadly
parasites involves students in all the countries
he has worked in. Closer to home
Blankenspoor's research centers around
"swimmer's itch," a parasite that is prevalent
in 30 states.
"Harvey Blankenspoor is a master
teacher, not only of the knowledge and skill
needed for research in biology, but also of the

cipline, you begin to understand the deep
significance of his philosophy."
Blankenspoor credits the character of
Hope will allowing him to blend his desire to
both teach and to conduct research-but most
of all to combine the two in ways that best
benefit his students. Research allows students
to learn about their discipline. Contact with
professors also teaches them how their discipline can be lived.

"There should not be a dichotomy between teaching and research," he said. "The
dichotomy is there only if we make it that
way.
44
I think teaching through research is a
wonderful approach because it breaks down
the barriers between professor and student.
You interact, and you talk, and you laugh and
you play, and you talk about attitudes-it's
really the student getting to know the prof in
addition to the subject matter he or she presents.
t4

In addition, I think Hope students are far
ahead of the average undergraduate that
graduates because they have had that research
experience," said Blankenspoor. 44Our students choose a problem, analyze data, make
improvements, present findings, and talk to
the media and public. Those are all things that Dr. Harvey Blankenspoor
researchers are really all about, and that's [P.R. Photo
what Hope College is."
Blankenspoor also puts emphasis on concerned about other people and to be of
helping people through his research. Much of service to them."
the work he has done on parasitological disBlankenspoor earned his B.A. from
eases has increased proper diagnosis and Westmar College (IA) in 1963, and both his
treatment.44He has very deep social and spiri- M.S. and Ph.D. from Iowa State University.
tual concerns," said Jacobson. "His research He was an assistant professor of zoology at
is of a kind that is of immediate benefit to the University of Michigan from 1972-1976.
people who suffer, and I know that wherever Blankenspoor joined the Hope faculty in 1976
he goes he also links up
and currently spends
with missionaries and
'The heart of the whole mat- altermating summers
involves himself in misteaching zoology at the
ter
of
why
I
like
to
do
things
sion work.
University of Michi"I think that he exemplifies in an especially fine way all of the
best characteristics that
we find among members
of the Hope faculty," he
said.
Blankenspoor notes

that help people, the core, is
my faith. The Christian commitment that I have is to be
concerned about other people
and to be of service to them/
—Dr. Harvey Blankenspoor

that is always comes back to his deep faith and
Christian convictions. 4 The heart of the whole
matter of why I like to do things that help
people, the core, is my faith," he said. 4 The
Christian commitment that I have is to be

gan Biological Station
in Pellston.
CASE began the
annual Professor of the

Year competition in
1981 to recognize undergraduate faculty
members for extraordinary commitment to undergraduate teaching, for their contributions to the lives and
careers of students, and their service to their
institutions and the teaching profession. CASE I
began state competitions in 1985.
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Second annual Homeless-athon to be held in Pine Grove
by Theresa L. Hamilton
staff writer
On Wednesday, Sept. 18,1991, the second annual Homeless-Athon will be held in
the Pine Grove from 11 p.m. until 7 a.m. the
following morning.
Last year, Todd E. Abbot(92) and
Timothy Grotenhuis (92) felt they needed to
become involved in helping the large number
of homeless people in the U.S. They created
the idea of having Hope College students
sleep in cardboard boxes in the Pine Grove.
Last year, only 20 people were expected
to attend the event, so it came as a big surprise
when over 220 students showed up to help
raise money for the homeless. This year, an
even larger attendance is expected.
To take part in this event, you must acquire
a sponsor sheet from Phelps Hall or Maas
lobby during lunch and dinner on Wednesday, Sept. 11, Thursday, Sept. 12, and Friday,
Sept. 13. In addition, these forms can be
obtained in the chapel the entire week before
the Homeless-Athon.
Once you have received the necessary
forms, you must find people to sponsor you.
The money collected must be taken to the
Chaplain's office before the actual event
occurss.
These are two items which the Home-

less-Athon hopes to accomplish. i4One is to
make people more aware of the homeless
problem... the second thing is to raise money."
Last year, Hope College raised over $2200 to
donate to Heartside Ministry in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
When asked what needs to be done in the

the man stopped him and asked him if he
could just get some rice from the salad bar in
the store next to him. Grotenhuis was amazed.
Many people think of the homeless as
beggars who just want money for the alcohol and drugs. But Grotenhuis learned that
there are also people who genuinely need
our neip in oraer 10 remain auve.

A number of Hope students got involved with the
Homeless-athon last year. Here several gather together in
shelters made of cardboard or in blankets to keep warm.
Photo by Tim Grotenhuis

As a result, several students were taken
down to the station for questioning.

I am sympathetic with the need to party.... but
breaking the law is breaking the law."
One of Alspach's main concerns is
problems the campus area has had with gangs
and crime in the past few months.
t4
Parties are a magnet for trouble," said
Alspach, "the students could become targets."
This is also one of Sgt. DeVries concerns.
There are many things the police would rather
be doing, said DeVries, however they also
must deal with the complaints and parties.
"Large parties get out of hand and cause
problems," stated DeVries.

According to Sgt. Robert DeVries of the
Holland Police Community Relations Department, they received telephone complaints
to several of the parties.

According to DeVries, this is not a major
change from previous years, and students
should not be suiprised at the actions the
police have been taking.

At a few of the houses undercover police
were used in an attempt to prevent any illegal
sale of alcohol which is a felony charge under

"We did send a letter addressed to all
students, put out by the chief of police," said
DeVries.

the law. Some students were questioned on
this, however no official charges were made
and the students were not arrested.

The purpose of the letter was to make
students aware of the consequences of large
parties and why the actions would be taken.
DeVries also said the police have met
with the students themselves through groups
such as IFC to give them ideas for controlling
parties.

As Hope College students celebrated the
first weekend back at school, Holland police
were patrolling the area and responding to
complaints by local residents.
Several off-campus parties were underway on the weekend of August 30, and 31, and
more than a few of those parties were broken
up by Holland police.

Sandy Alspach, a professor in Hope
College's Communication Department, lives
in the campus area and has only had to deal
with a few problems of off-campus parties.
According to Alspach, it has been difficult for her to register a complaint the few
times when she has done so.
"I am sympathetic with the students and

Grotenhuis said he did this project last
year without even really being aware of how
large the homeless problem is in the U.S. He
had seen homeless people before and thought
that they needed help, but it wasn't until
spending time in New York City this past
summer that he discovered how enormous
the problem is. While in New York, he
realized that there are professional beggars,
but that there are also a lot of people who are
desperately in need of help.
To illustrate the tragedy of the homeless, Grotenhuis tells a story of talking
down a street in New York City and seeing
an old man sitting in a doorway holding out
a white cup. As Grotenhuis reached into his
pocket to put some change in the man's cup,

Police crack down on parties
by Cami Reister
staff writer

U.S. to help the homeless, Grotenhuis replied,
"there has to be some organization that will
organize relief efforts and then education must
follow...and you've got to give people incentives to work, to not be homeless, but until
then...you just got to deal with your conscience."

The police are not concentrating only on
the college students, said DeVries, "We enforce throughout the city not just Hope College."

ti l
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Dr. Harvey Blankenspoor and research assistants work ir
Lake Leelanau RR. photo

Grotenhuis realizes that "sleeping out
in a box at night is not very comfortable."
However, he encourages everyone to "just
go out there and get your box and get some
friends and become aware."

SAC kicks off new year
Kletz
by Steve Kaukonen
co-editer
The 1991 Coffeehouse Entertainer of the
Year, Carl Rosen will be coming to Hope's
Campus as the Student Activity Committee
(SAC) kicks off their entertainment year this
Friday night at 8:30 p.m. in the Kletz.
Rosen will bring his incredibly powerful
singing voice, masterful piano playing and a
show with true concert quality to Hope. He
has been compared to the likes of Billy Joel
and Elton John and has grown to be one of the
busiest and most popular solo performers in
the National Association for Campus Activities (NACA).
Rosen is known for his warm personality
and youthful style, which add a special touch
to the one man rock show on keyboards. His
talented keyboard work and enticing lyrics
are interplayed with quick humor and amusing advice.
With his latest release, "Firelands," Rosen
has introduced his own distinctive style, including a cut "China Bleeds," which was
selected by the Voice of America Radio network to be featured on a special segment 'The
Asia Report" which dealt with the Chinese
Democratic Protests in Tiananmen Square.
Rosen has shared the stage with the likes
of the rock band Chicago, comedian Steven
Wright, and Saturday Night Live star Dana
Carvey.

great year of entertainment in the Kletz. We
have three comedians and two singers coming
in for the students.
"We had a great year of entertainment
last year and drew in big crowds and we want
to see that continue this year. So to start the
year off we are having a raffle, to draw students
down to the Kletz, and get them interested in
what SAC has to offer for entertainment. The
Kletz is there for the students and we try to do
things we belive the student will be interested
in."
Upcoming Kletz Events sponsored by
SAC include, comedian Jaz Kaner on September 18th; comedian Kevin Hughes - September 27th; comedian Judy Gold - October
2nd; and singer Michael Spiro - November
9th.
In addition to the special events, SAC
sponsors a Euchre, Pool and Fooseball tournament every Wednesday night in the Kletz.
Also for board game entusiasts, monopoly, backgammon, trivial pursuit, checkers, chess and scrabble are available for
checkout any night of the week from the Kletz
coordinator on duty.

In addition to the entertainment, there
will be a raffle sponsored by SAC with $500
worth of prizes to be given away from over 30
downtown businesses ranging from gift certificates to clothing, compact discs to t-shirts,
and hair cuts to season passes.
Kletz co-chairperson Michelle Beekman
who coordinates and oversees SAC activities
in the Kletz said, 'This raffle was set up to
promote the downtown area merchants and
the merchandise they have to offer to the
sudents. The downtown merchants were really great in supporting us."
The raffle tickets are free and each person
attending the event will be given a ticket.
Beekman also added, "Todd Bloeh, my
co-chairperson, and I are looking forward to a

*rf;

Carl Rosen
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Soviet Union faces major reorganization
by Reynolds Brissenden
staff writer
Within the past few weeks many changes
have occurred not only on the Hope College
campus but also on the other side of the globe.
The Soviet Union experienced an attempted
coup by Communist Party hard-liners. Although the coup only lasted for three days, it
altered the course of communism in the world.
Associate professor of history. Dr. G.
Larry Penrose has a great deal of experience
with the Soviet situation. Penrose was involved in military intelligence in 1960 where
he attended the United States Language
School. During his undergraduate work he
studied the Middle East along with Russian.
For his graduate work Penrose specialized in studying the Turks of Soviet Central
Asia. In 1973 and 1974 he traveled to the
Soviet Union where he did his doctoral research. He returned to the Soviet Union in the

when I was over there last fall, that the army
had become a politically unreliable instrument, that I didn't think Russian boys would
shoot Russians and that, therefore, a coup was
likely to fail and because a coup is likely lo
fail, I didn't think it would be attempted. So I
was surprised by the attempt, I was not surprised by the outcome."
"There are deep divisions within the
Soviet military and there is an entire generation of young men 18,19 and 20 years old who
have grown up under perestroika and though
they may not be happy with what life is like
right now, they took into the army with them
a radically different set of social values that
existed before perestroika. They like to be
able to listen to rock music when they want to.
They like free speech...so surprised, yes, that
the guys were dumb enough to try it without
reliable troops and obviously that was the

"Reformers, top down reformers, who
really bring about changes rarely survive
reforms^.That's what 4 s happening to
Gorbachev," said Penrose. He feels the eight
coup leaders failed in their attempt because
they acted for wealth, privileges and also for

this sense that thing over which he exercises
some administrative authority hardly exists
anymore. And it exists less today than it did
ten days ago."
He also feels the Soviet Union will continue to undergo reforms and transitions over
the next ten to 25 years. He feels that the
Baltic republics will receive independence
since they are a "special case" with being a
part of Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria and other
Eastern Block nations. As far as the other
republics are concerned they are not using it
as a bargaining chip.
This semester Hope has been given the
privilege of hosting several students from the
Soviet Union. Alex Klimov, who is from the
outskirts of Moscow, was asked about the

key..."
Penrose remarked of the idea that

Gorbachev is responsible by saying, "I'm
satisfied with the explanation we have. I don't
need to create a conspiracy theory to be satisaffairs.
When asked if he was expecting the coup fied. That he is in some way responsible since
he replied, "Well, I was and I wasn't. I've he appointed all these people, yea sure. But
been saying for a year that a coup was not not a co-conspirator. And I don't see this as
going to happen because I became persuaded. some kind of giant conspiracy..."
fall of 1990 and again in the spring of 1991.
Penrose has become an authority on Soviet

power. They were unmotivated and they didn't
have a plan.
When asked about Gorbachev, Yeltsin
and the future of the Soviet Union, Penrose
replied, "Gorbachev is not back in power...in

coup attempt.
"Who could expect this coup?" he said.
He also finds it hard lo believe that eight men
in control of the army, the secret police and
the KGB had to flee the city in only three days.
He seemed to question that and went on to say
he felt that there might have been a set up by
someoone who will appear in the future. "I
don't want to see the republics independent.
For the republic it wouldn't be good," he said.
No one can say how this will change life in the
Soviet Union.

Russian students exnerience liberal arts
Jennifer Muske
staff writer
This year, a new program has been introduced to Hope College. This program is
believed to be the largest of its type in the
United States.
John Jacobson, President of Hope College, stated that, "The changes that have been
occurring within the Soviet Union are developing a much closer set of understandings
between our countries. Such understanding is
going to depend heavily upon high-quality,
person-to-person contacts, and the presence
of these outstanding Soviet students on our
campus for the next year is going to make a
significant contribution to that."
These students were selected on the basis

of their academic record, knowledge of English, and interest in studying abroad. They
range in ages from eighteen to twenty-five,
and they come from all over the Soviet Union.
The student's stay began with an orientation that introduced them to American culture
and customs. The first holiday they experienced was the Fourth of July. Many of the
reactions to this event were that it was "long,
but exciting."
*
The students Were taken on trips to local
sites and cities, and tours of industries. They
stayed for a time with an American family as
well.
During the year, the students will attend
classes with the rest of the Hope students.
Many of the Soviet students were very pleased
with the wide variety of classes, such as

Andrei Rukavishnikov, who said, "When I
opened the Catalog for the first time, I thought,
'Such a wide set of opportunities!"' He also
was very happy that someone who was studying math and science could also study music.
The students are restricted to two courses
in their field of study per semester here at
Hope. "We feel that in order to learn American education, particularly in a liberal arts
school, they will want to get some coursesother
than just their own specialty," said Dr. Sander
DeHaan, director of the program.
Alexei Klimov has gone to college in
Moscow for five years, and this year is taking
a variety of classes here, such as business
administration and modem dance.
Some of the students are taking courses
that they feel will benefit them directly in their

chosen field of study, such as Dennis Grinko,
who majors in economics. He is taking communication and computer science courses. He
said, "I think communication will help me
very much in business. I have to know how to
get along with people, and I don't know any
businessman who doesn't know something
about computers.
Some of Oksana Kosmacheva's first impressions of Holland were not surprising.
"It's small, but I like it! Also, the weather is
terrible. Where I come from, the temperature
is about the same, but is much dryer." She
added that the people were very friendly, and
she felt right at home.
The students appreciate freedom and its
opportunities. They all hope that someday
their home country will have as much.

Away from home Soviet students monitor situation
(CPS)-On a hot, mid-August moming, a
friend of Lena Mikhailova hand-delivered a
bagful of letters from friends and family in
Moscow. While she delightedly opened her
mail, he regaled her with stories of the new,
open lifestyle in the Soviet Union.
One week later, the Colgate Univer-

>
m
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"There is much anxiety here," Renner
said. "The students are viewing this situation
with a lot of uncertainty. Of course there is
concern for their families, and their futurenow and in the distant future."

Rukavishnikov, who was with his adopted
family during the tense hours of the coup. "I
was hoping they would (be). People have met

"Coup leaders will try to make people
quarrel among each other. The KGB, in spite
of this collapse, still possess a lot of power,"

me warmly and shared with me."
"I am scared," admitted

she said. "It could be very frightful."
Pokrovskya says she was watching television when a bulletin flashed on the
screen. She has since contacted her parents, who attempted to assuage her fears.
"They say everyone was calm," she continued, "and that many ordinary people
are not involved. The just walk by the

Katya

POLITICAL*ADMINISTRATIVE MAP OF THE USSR

sity senior sat numbly in front of a television set watching in disbelief as tanks
Authuahiah
rolled through Russian city street. "It was • LATVIAN tm
so shocking," she said. "He said life there C UTONIAN lift
was so interesting, so active. We just
didn't expect this to happen."
"The coup will have a huge impact
on the Soviet economy-it will affect all
the world in one way or another," said
Andrei Rukavishnikov, a Soviet student
at Hope College.
At Hope College, Tom Renner, the
public relations director, complained that
he has acquired a "cauliflower ear" having to respond to telephone inquiries about
the 19Soviet students whorecently arrived
there for their first year in the United 1 OACCITAN ASM
I NOfTM OCTTW AtM
States.
% CMECMUHmgOW ASIIt
4
aojha* Ana
Hope has one of the most unusual
I AK
t HAZ ASM
tf CMCVAM AISR
Soviet exchange programs in the country. • MM
7
As many as 200 Russian students apply
for 20 corporate scholarships each year.
A feeling of guarded relief mixed with
The students, who must be proficient in
English, did not know one another before appreciation for the outpouring of sympathy
boarding a plane for the United States. The and support from Americans spread over the
Russian newcomers spent the first week with campus at the news a that the coup had failed.
"I cannot believe how supportive AmeriAmerican families in a "Homestay" off-camc a n s have been this week,** s a y s
pus program.

SBA

of oxjvorjx

Pokrovskya, a 19 year-old Hope College student from Moscow, on hearing that the coup
was crumbling. "I suspect that (the coup)
doesn't involve really serious consequences
now-but I think a lot of people will still
suffer."

barricades."
The young Russian, who wants to
study British and American history while
at Hope College, says Americans should
not interfere in the Soviet Union's domestic problems, they should "throw political and financial support behind the
democratic movement."
It was a time of high anxiety for Oleg
Polakov, another Soviet student at Hope
College. Polakov, and articulate computer student from Leningrad, also learned
of the troubles in his homeland by television.
"You can imagine my feelings when
I heard Gorbachev was overthrown," said
Polakov, who had difficulty reaching his
parents by telephone. "I really thought
there would be more violence, but today ...there
is no need to feel the same way. I am more
cheered up."
"This (the coup) is different than Russian
history,** Polakov continued, "usually, violence is used against violence."
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Students march to Hope
by Jill Sandor
staff writer
Hope students participated in March to
Hope, a seven-day partnership camping experience in Beaver Island, Michigan. Twentyeight students were paired with low-income
children from 10-14 years old who live in the
Muskegon area. They spent the week hiking
around Beaver Island together.
Seven adult staff members participated
in the march, including Dr. Steven Smith, an
assistant professor of physical education at
Hope.

i tried to show [my partner] lots
of activities which he can't
experience in the town/
—Jun Matsumuro ('92)
March to Hope is a student community
service project that started 18 years ago as a
program of outreach to inner-city youth. Smith
said the object of the march is to build selfesteem in the children, but that the best benefit
is the impact on the college students.
Out of 40 students who applied for the
march, 28 were accepted pm a first-come,
first-serve basis. Their partners were chosen
by social workers in the Muskegon area.
Jun Matsumuro ('92) said he decided to
participate in the march because, "I like hiking and camping. Also I like playing with
kids."
Preparation for the march consisted in
buying a mess kit and supplies, packing
clothing, and establishing contact with one's
partner through a letter or phone call,
matsumuro said his preparation included a
review of star constellations and CPR as well.
A typical day's activities on the march
began with eating breakfast, putting away the
lent, and then hiking with breaks for lunch and
rest. The marchers reached an agreed campsite in the afternoon, where they set up tents,
ate dinner, and were then free to play with kids
and generally have fun.
matsumuro named a wide variety of activities in which the students took part, including swimming, animal-watching, bon-

fires, singing, devotions, wood-carving, star
gazing, even karate and wrestling.
"I tried to show [my partner] lots of
activities which he can't experience in the
town."
He also tried to teach his partner practical
outdoor living tips, such as how lo identify
poison ivy and how lo wash dishes with sand.
"I liked it very much. I wish I could join
next year too," Matsumuro said.
Ayako Kuroda ('94) a Japanese Hope
student who participated in the march, said
she was glad she went and that the experience
turned out belter than she expected.
tk
l thought the kids would be real difficult
to handle. But... they are kids. I mean, they're
simple. If I approach more and more, they
approach back more and more," she said,
explaining how she established relationships
with the children.
Kuroda said that dealing with the kids
was often a frustrating experience, especially
trying to gel them lo help out when they would
rather be "goofing around." In addition, most
of the kids haled hiking and claimed they did
not want to repeal the experience. But Kuroda

'I thought the kids would be
real difficult to handle. But...
they are kids. I mean, they 're
simple. If I approach more and
more, they approach back more
and more.'
—Ayako Kuroda ('94)
saw how the kids struck up easy friendships
with one another and feels that they enjoyed
themselves all around.
Kuroda said she helped make her partner
aware of cultural diversity through her own
Japanese background. "Purposely I brought
my chopsticks," she said. "I think it's really
important to [be] aware of the cultural diversity, if you live in the United States."
She strongly recommends March to Hope
for any student as a way of taking a break
from work, having fun, and gaining credit for
school.
Kuroda said that she learned many simple
things from the march, like pulling up a lent

and being creative with cooking.
"The [food] they provide is always the
same, so you have to make changes," she said.
In addition, Kuroda learned that, "Kids
are kids, no matter where they're from, no
matter what language they speak."
Stacey Broersma ('92), a business major,
said that although the march was difficult, she
is glad she went. "It wasdifficull.xhallenging.
But overall you fell like you really help the
kids."
Broersma said that dealing with the kids
was frustrating at first, but things got easier as
the march went on. She said the best part of the

'We walked around this island
with backpacks which were
very heavy over rocks and sand,
and that gave them a feeling of
accomplishment/
—Stacey Broersma ('92)
experience was watching the kids open up and
develop friendships with their partners and
each other. "Once they got there and had lime
to interact with each other, I think they really
enjoyed it."
She also said that the march helped the
kids feel they had accomplished something.
"We walked around this island, with backpacks
which were very heavy over rocks and sand,
and that gave them a feeling of accomplishment. It reinforced a good feeling in them,
which is one of the reasons they want lo come
back."
Broersma said she learned a lot from the
experience and it helped open her eyes to
some of the problems inner-city kids face.
"It was a challenge to help them. That
was definitely something that was really
rewarding..I'm glad that I did it...I had a really
good time."
The students relumed from the march
August 20. Each student will receive two
credits in either education or physical education for the seven-day experience.
March lo Hope was made possible through
a grant of $2500 from Michigan Campus
Compact.

i | | | i r e B F it i LaBar^e
staff writer
On Aug 26, 1991, three Hope students stepped forward and represented
Hope College at the American SociologiMaria Van Baren and Rhonda Berg were
apprehensive about being the only undergraduates at the AS A; theirpaperon gender
issues was very well received,
Dcbra Swanson, a former Hope student, currently teaching in the sociology
department, was not only an encouragement to Van Baren and Berg, but suggested their attendance at the ASA as well.
Swanson also was involved in a teaching
workshop at the ASA and delivered an
"excellent" speech on the importance of
the first day in the classroom. Ironically
enough. Swanson left the conference immediately afterthis speech to head back to
Holland for the first day of classes.
Gender issues have been a hot topic
on this campus for quite some time. In
light of the college's acceptance of gender-free language, and simply because of
education. Van Baren and Berg sought to
record the attitudesof Hope students. Their
was to become a ' barometer on
gender views," and also a good
tool to study the change in attitudes from
freshman to senior.
Van Bareo and Berg found that 33

Gender issues have been a
hot topic on this campus for
quite sometime. This study
was to become a 'barometer
on Hope's gender views.'
percent of the college's women have felt
discriminated against at some time, while
only Bpercent of the men have had such
similar feelings. The reason the study gave
for this is that men have traditronally been
in charge, while women have, in fee last
few years, been given the opportunity to
took at some behaviors as discriminatory.
•Rie study did not rule out racial discrimination in this question, and this may have
caused the figures to be somewhat high.
Are certain majors more suited for
men or for women? 29 percent of the
women tnougntso; wtnte 84 percent (
majority of men on campus are opena woman pursuing any major

, however.

i

COMMUNITY DAY 1991: This is an opportunity for the
community and the college to become reaquainted. The day involved
a free admission to Windmill Island and a Hope football game. Pboto
by Rich Blair

Community members and
students enjoy the Community
Day picnic held in the Pine
Grove. Photo by Rich Blair
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Many more recycled products have been made available for students

Bookstore brings products with a conscience
by Heather M u m b y
staff writer
If you've been at Hope-Geneva Bookstore lately, you've probably noticed those

chase, reusable cloth shopping bags to use in

trying to do what they can to help. Some paper

know something; not all companies are being

place of the paper and plastic ones in current

companies have actually switched to making

completely honest when they label their mer-

stock, and the ever-popular Rain Forest

nothing BUT recycled products.
When asked how they were

chandise "recycled " The only way you can be

selling, bookstore employee

is if you purchase anitem labelled "100 per-

Sarah Anderson replied,
"Response has been only

cent post-consumer recycled." This means

Crunch.
Why this sudden influx of

completely sure you 're really helping the cause

little green signs hanging around. If you took
a closer look, you'd see that they indicate

environmentally conscious

were recycled merchandise is located. Re-

pressure from stu-

lukewarm." It seems

that it is made from only those materials that
have been turned in by other people for recy-

cycled products are nothing new to the

that many of the re-

cling. Not a single new tree has been de-

bookstore; last year students had access to a

dents? Was it just a
ploy to take advan-

stroyed to make it. Many companies which

few recycled paper products.

tage of the current

cycled items are a
little more expensive

The biggest difference this year is the

environmental

than the old prod-

use scraps left over from other products. While

variety of what's been made available. These

kick that everyone

ucts and the most

this is good too, it doesn't really help because

are not just your typical paper notebooks and

seems to be on? The

students come in

the same amount of trees are being cut down

folders; there are also ring binders, post-it

answer is actually

looking for bar-

notes, envelopes, and greeting cards. All of

quite s i m p l e ; the

gains. These higher

as before.
The bookstore is taking a step in the right

these items are also available in non-recycled

products are just now

prices shouldn't be a

direction, but to make a larger difference

form. However, the bookstore has made a

becoming

problem for very long.

people actually start buying these post-con-

conscious choice to carry plastic disk holders

Until recently, there were

Once the demand for this

sumer recycled products. This semester 11

and note card boxes made from only recycled

only a few companies which

plastic. Aside from your recycled products

produced goods made from re-

there are other environmentally safe items
such as biodegradable transparent tape, scis-

cycled materials.
Now, as the concern for the environment

sors which offer a free tree with each pur-

is becoming more apparent, companies are

"recycled" product you bought, you should

merchandise? Was it

available.

label their merchandise "recycled" actually

merchandise

bins for collection of recyclable office paper

grows and people start buying

and newspapers have been placed in the lob-

more, the prices should go down.

bies of dorms. For most students living in

Before you start feeling great about that

college apartments, recycling still has to be

recycled

done as an individual effort

To use a calling card on any long-distance call,
you either need a cardforevery long-distance company

or a card for all long-distance companies.

A m e r i c a ' s Calling Card™ f r o m Michigan Bell. No
o t h e r c a r d is a c c e p t e d by m o r e longdistance companies.
isn't your life complicated
e n o u g h already? Do you
really have the time or patience to
worry about whether the phone
you're calling from is hooked up to the
long-distance company that matches
your calling card? Or, if not, w h e t h e r that
long-distance company will accept your card?
Fortunately, there's a simpler way to call. America's
Calling Card from Michigan Bell.
With America's Calling Card, you can place a local
or long-distance call from virtually any phone in the

country, at any time.
Because America's Calling
Card is accepted by virtually all
long-distance companies.
And with no complicated access codes,
America's Calling Card is simple
to use, too. Just dial zero, plus the number you're calling and your calling card number,
which is your own p h o n e number. Plus four simple digits.
So when you're feeling like all those other cards are
stacked against you, remember the simpler solution.
America's Calling Card from Michigan Bell.
For more information, or to get your America's
Calling Card, call 221-7500, Ext. 741.

In a complicated world, the simple choice is the best choke'

Long-dutance companiet charge their own rates.
©1991 Michigan Bell. All Right* Reserved.
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Editorial
Professor's award reflects Hope's excellence

MA m

Distributed by Tribune Media Services
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C o n g r a t u l a t i o n s to Dr. Blankenspoor. His award as Pro-

'Utf'
'-COOGK'\

fessor of the Year not only honors him, and his activities, but
also the entire Hope community. His commitment to education
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and to helping students futher themselves in pusuit of a goal.
This award reflects the atmosphere at Hope and the willingness

OtNOCRW!
•-COOC#:

o f the faculty to b e c o m e involved in research that will benefit
humankind and also the individual student.
In a day and age where all the n e w s s e e m s to be bad, it's
good to be able to report something very positve for a change.
Blankenspoor has more than earned this award and the time has
c o m e to recognize a roll model for today's c o l l e g e students. He
is s o m e o n e w h o s e e s a problem and strives daily to find a
solution to that problem.
The Hope community is lucky to have Blankenspoor as an
active member and should take pride in both his work and the
acknowledgement of that work. He is an example of all that a
liberal arts education can provide.

COUP FLU

This is an honor that has never before been awarded to a
m e m b e r of the Hope faculty and puts Hope o n the same leval as
top universites acrees the nation. In looking at this accomplishment, it is easy to see that hard work and dedication do pay
off in the end. This should serve as an inspriation to all w h o
Distributed by Tribune Media Services

pursue personal excellence.
Blankenspoor's dedication to students reflects the element
o f personal involvement that can be found in Hope faculty. He
is willing to be involved in the individual lives o f his students
and in helping them discover what they want out of life. This
same commitment can be found in all the disciplines at Hope.
This award also reflects the excellence s h o w n at Hope in
pursuing undergraduate science research. Hope has one o f the
best equiped undergrad science programs in the country, especially in a school of this size.
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Most of the critical things in
life, which become the starting points
of human destiny, are little things.
— R. Smith
Being of small stature and always having been the shortest kid in
my class, my parents and friends
would always console me with
sayings like, "Good things come in
small packages" or "It's the little
things that matter in life."
That was all peachy keen, but
now that 1 have grown to a mighty
five feet-seven inches, what do these
saying mean to me today as a senior
in college?
I found out this weekend at
Cranhill Ranch where we have cross
country camp. Although the main
reason we go up is to run our tushies
off, it is the little things — the little
extras — that make the weekend a
special one.
Like making friends with the
new runners and getting to know
them and welcoming the fresh faces
to the team.
Playing Eucher until 1:30 a.m.,
trouncing all opposition who dared
come within the parameter of my
partner and me.
Winning the annual football
game for the fourth consecutive year
— Always '92,4-0.
Laying out under the night sky
and looking at the beautiful stary

DEEP THOUGHTS

Small packages

STEVE KAUKONEN
night, listening to the night sounds
and not having a care in the world.
Wailing and prevailing in 4way volleyball — *92 rules.
Getting taught a lesson in tennis by a female, and all the other
little things which made the weekend one I will never forget
The same is true in life. It's the
little things that make the difference
and keep you going. So many times
I feel myself getting all caught up in
the hustle and bustle of getting good

grades, trying lo make relationships
work, wondering about the future
—all these big questions and choices
and I start feeling like there is no
hope and that 1 will never make i t
That is when those small things,
although they may seem insignificant in relation to the big picture,
gives you an extra incentive to keep
going.
A kind word from a classmate
about an outfit you wore to class.
Receiving a phone call from a
friend that just wanted to say "hi"
and ask you how your weekend went.
Being given a pat on the back
and a hearty "Good job. Cocaine"
from a teammate after a long, hot
run.
Or getting a card in the mail
from yoiir grandparents who write,
telling you they are thinking of and
praying for you.
All these things seem small, but
they give that special lift you need to
get through the day, and make it
worth getting up every moming to
face another day of classes, homework, exams and the regular drudgery of life.
And if you concentrate more on
these little events and less on the big
picture — which can so often be
very depressing — then life will
seem less taxing and will make life
more enjoyable.
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I've also gotten used to doing
my laundry whenever 1 please, and
not sharing the Durfee laundry room
with anyone but my housemates.
It's great to use every single washer
and not feel guilty! The other night
I threw a load (yes, that's one single
load) into the last open washer in
Dykstra and I had to wait for a dryer.
It's not very nice but I admit, for
fifteen minutes I wished all the
Dykstra residents would fall off the
face of the earth-no offence intended.
Now, when 1 watch the flow of
traffic from Lubbers lo Graves, I
can't help but think that there are
times when I wish everyone would
go back home and leave me here
with the squirrels and an empty library.
More than anything e l s e ,
though, 1 find myself searching the

te

Why did the South

This year I spent my second
summer in Holland. As with everything in life, it was a give-and-take
experience. I love Holland in the
summer-sunsets at the beach, flower
in Centennial Park, sharing campus
with the few students who also
elected to stay here in this booming
tourist town and a few dozen of my
favorite squirrels. But it wasn't all
good. Tulip Time is crazy-I never
want to see another tour bus from
Iowa full of senior citizens who have
nothing better to do than take thousands of pictures of tulips. 1 have
directions to every tourist trap town
memorized.
Watching everyone return to
campus this fall has produced some
unexpected reactions. I find myself
resenting the guys playing frisbee
golf in the Pine Grove because I'm
used to having it all to myself. I feel
like my private, personal glade has
been invaded. It's not that I'm selfish, I've just gotten used to not having
to share with anyone but the squirrels.

Coming home

CARRIE MAPLES
passing crowds for familiar faces
and not seeing them. Too many of
the people who first made Hope
home for me my freshman year aren' t
here any more. Most of them have
graduated and moved on to grad
school but that doesn't stop me from
wondering why I haven't seen them
lately.
Every day on my way to work
1 walk past the cottage where my
boyfriend lived last year and I think
I should see him coming out the
front door. But he's in Boston going
to Harvard.
I guess I'm slipping into my
melancholy mode h e r e - w h i c h
usually sends me running for
chocolate and Barry Manilow. Yes,
I said Barry Manilow. 1 confess, I
do like Barry and there are times
when he says it better anyone else
can. And never underestimate the
power of chocolate. But you've got
to keep this quiet because Maria
said she'd never forgive me if I
admitted it in public. She's funny
about that sort of thing.
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Provost Nyenhuis takes new strides
from the schools.
Nyenhuis will also have a liaison with the

President of Academic Affairs" or "Dean of
Faculty," which better explains what the pro-

HopeCollege Provost, JacobE. Nyenhuis

Dean's Council of the Association of Colleges of the Midwest (ACM), meeting with

vost actually does.
Nyenhuis became the provost here at

was elected to a two-year term as chairperson
of the Dean's Council of the Great Lakes

them at least once during the year, letting

Hope in 1984, serving as the second highest

Colleges Association (GLCA), an assembly

Lakes region. The ACM consists of schools in

of the chief academic officers from twelve

and west of Illinois, including Colorado, Iowa,
and Wisconsin.

by Mimi Black
staff writer

liberal arts colleges in Indiana, Michigan, and
Ohio.
The council meets three times a year:
once at the GLC A Headquarters in Ann Arbor,
once at one of the off-campus program sites,
and once at one of the schools* campuses.

them know what is going here in the Great

taff writer
professor

Sure, there will be changes with his new

WiBiatnP.PWatwcel
tial
Young Investieator Award ton the Na-

position; still, Nyenhuis feels it will only
enhance his position as provost at Hope.

m"

As provost, he would be attending the

llWMMMl.limiiiini liiB

based m Washington IXC that oversees

GLCA meetings anyway, so his absences for

The GLC A Dean's Council discusses a

these meetings will remain constant. How-

variety of issues, including the off-campus

ever. he will be more involved with other

programs each sponsors. The officers bring

projects, such as evaluating the GLCA Scot-

||||(||i(i(l§for$ 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 over a

reports on their programs to the meetings, and

land program in November, so these will

period o f S v e years.

the council evaluates them.

cause him to be gone a bit more than usual.

grant o f $125,000, plus a matching grant

includes a base

The council also discusses on-campus

Nyenhuis hopes his involvement with

o f «^lo$J7J!!00 per year, Tlw# means thai

issues, discovering what different approaches

the ACM. along with his position as chairper-

if sources from businesses and industry

are taken on points such as tenure, faculty

son of the GLCA. will contribute to his own

Kosttdi the

development, and grants. "We compare notes

professional role, helping him gain new ideas,
knowledge, and experience.

to learn to do things better on our own campuses," says Nyenhuis.

Nyenhuis is the faculty advisor for Inter-

As the chairperson of the council.

Varsity Christian Fellowship, and he also

officer of the college. He takes over when the

Nyenhuis will have numerous responsibili-

teach-teaches the IDS Golden Age of Greece

president is away, yet his job usually does not

ties. He will be working with the president of

course. "I had a student come in for help the

change in the sense that he is always kept quite

the consortium, scheduling the council's

other day." he said "That was fun."

busy. He takes over when the president is

agenda, and guiding the discussions at the
meetings.

He meets regularly with Presidential and
Merit Scholars, and he sees student members

He will also be a member of the Governing Board of GLCA, which is comprised of
the presidents of the colleges, the president of
GLCA, and several selected faculty members

of various boards, such as the Board of Academic Affairs.
The title "Provost" did not originate until
1974. The position used to be called "Vice-

away, yet his job usually does not change in

i
worth of

the sense that he is always kept quite busy.
He is in charge of the entire academic
curriculum plus the recruitment of faculty,

I

life."
She continued on to Fuller Seminary in
was an M.A. in Theology with a concentra-

Said Meyer, "From the beginning, I

facing a lot of adjustments during the first
week of college. Laura Meyer, the new Assis-

tion on Christian Formation and Disciple-

sensed that Hope was a special p l a c e - excep-

ship. Her years at Fuller included highlights

tionally friendly, a college based on pursuit of

tant Chaplain, was also becoming familiar

such as being part of a summer mission team

with her new job and surroundings.

in 1987 for 11 weeks in Europe.

Chaplain Jerry Van Heest is very excited

She has been involved in youth ministry

about this coming year and the prospect of

for the past twelve years, and spent the last

having a full-time Assistant Chaplain who will

three years as a youth directory for a Presby-

be "Pro-active; going to the students instead of
having them come in."

terian church in San Luis Opispo, California.

While he commends the work of many

clude biking, hiking, singing, hanging out

interns who have done a fine job for him in

with friends, travelling, the theatre, C.S.

over the past years. Van Heest feels a full-time

Lewis, tennis and French.

According to Pr, POIIK, (fee money

nominated me. It's a big honor, and I think
ie factors that went into receiving the

the '30s with Van Zyne and Kleinheksel."
Polik alsopraised the students, stating
"It goes to the hard work of the students
here. That's a very important factor.

Some of her hobbies and interests inI wouldn't have got the award."
"AH the equipment that we buy for
this doesn't come out of student s tuition.

As the new Assistant Chaplain, Laura

It c o m e s out of the faculty members re-

Meyer will coordinate and oversee all of the

ceiving grants, but all of the students can

selection process. Van Heest is confident of
Laura Meyer's qualifications, enthusiasm and
general rapport with the students.
Said Van Heest, "She knows who she is

She will be speaking in and leading
chapel as well as Student Church on Sundays. She plans to lead workshops tor Bible

and likes who she is and she genuinely enjoys
being with students, notjust as part of her job."

Study leaders and be involved in Leadership
Development.

Laura Meyer's education and wide vari-

One of Meyer's goals is to "see a larger

ety of experiences have certainly prepared her

percentage of the student body take more

looks forward to connecting with her roots in
this Dutch community.

for the job of Assistant Chaplain.

ownership and pride in Hope College being a

However, Meyer anticipates missing the

She considers her college years at Seattle
Pacific University were the best of her life so

Christian college." She also wants to "reach

warm California reunion for all those who

o

llUuUItalv
l|tiy lUCUlOCt HjJT ulc
award. Hope's chemistry department

a w p are the strong tradition of good
cheraisay majors that started long ago in

student-led Christian groups and organizations.

far - It was there that she made her "friends for

<

Assistant Chaplain Meyer is extremely

New students were not the only people

Even though not directly involved in the

I

academic program that it stands for.

Pasadena, California, where her final degree

the program, which is very important.

M

ensuring that Hope is providing the excellent

excited to be in a college setting again and
feels this job is "a dream come true."

Assistant Chaplain will bring a continuity to

H

was a

Hope welcomes new assistant chaplain
by Lisa J. Hofman
staff writer
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use it...If there was no research here, there
would be a lot less for die studentstouse."
Sii*

Assit. Chaplain Laura Meyer

given o n August 2 2 , 1 9 9 1 , PTCsident John
stated t h a r This is a highly presaward. It was the only one of its

excellence." Because she's Dutch, Meyer also

as many students as 1 can. be as big a help as miss the "five foot swells, golden rays and
1 can and remember as many names as I can." smell of their Coppertone."

kind given In Michigan and the only one of
its kind given to a faculty member at an
undergraduate institution."
.there were 16 awards, which
were granted t o s e f w o b such a s Yale, Penn
the University o f Chicago, and
„ « « » t g t o n Ualveaity. The 16 awarded
— c h o s e n out o f a total UOapplicants.
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Dr. Polik is a physical chemist, spec«alizmgmlaserspectn»copy.Hlsresearch
,n

"olves studying thebasic ixocess of how
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Polik explained that "In this way we can he said that "Lasers are quite common at
get a very detailed understanding of the graduate institutions but notat undergraduprocesses involved in a chemical reaction. If ate institutions.
"I'm demonstrating that we can do laser
we understand how a chemical reaction occurs, then we can enhance current chemical research here and also teach undergraduates
reactions to make them more efficient and about lasers."
About half of the department is involved
predict new types of reactivity."
Polik stated that "there is a wide variety in organic and inorganic research. Dr.
of research in many areas of chemistry at Seymour is an analytical chemist , Don
Hope. There are many chances for students Williams students how nuclear waste should
to get involved, from the freshman level on be handled, and Dr. Seymour investigates
..
.,
how to measure trace contaminants in the
up."
As far as his own area of specialty goes.
-
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ARTS

showcases Nazi
Regenerate' art, and censorship
literature, films. There's memorable, and ter-

reminiscent of certain movements here in

now, "in Holland, there's a case in court

rifying real footage of Goebbels, in the night,

America. The Nazis fell degenerate art was

determining as to whether or not video stores

standing like a specter over a massive audience,

sick because it did not promote such ideals.

should rent X-rated movies," said DeHaan.

while declaring that the new German will not

One glimpse of a Dix painting will assure the

Last year, a former Hope College student was

be a man of learning but a man of character."

observer that he did not have American family

arrested for renting such videos.

ideals in mind, much less any other. One

thought was filthy, disgusting and not to be

The films, by themselves, make the exhibit a
grim and rare spectacle.

"There seems lo be a trend towards more

imitated, he held an exhibition of confiscated

almost has to wonder what Senator Jesse
Helms would've thought about the art.

censorship in America, and that can be dan-

Ironically enough, much of the propa-

art; afterwards the works were auctioned off

ganda on display is not allowed to be exhib-

When asked to comment on if there were

in Switzerland where they were sold to sup-

ited in Germany today, because of anti-semitic

any similarities between Jesse Helms and

port the Nazi cause, in conjunction with other

Robert Hughs in Time magazine says

overtones, raising an entirely different issue

Hitler's actions, Perovich pointed out that

"degenerate art," some of which were the

about the exhibit, "It may remind a few people

regarding censorship. Now the censors have
become censored.

while he may not be Jesse Helms' biggest fan,

how toxic a sense of political correctness can

'the issues and controversies surrounding the

be once it's injected into the social arteries."

As for the art, it is some of the most

NE A have to do with funding certain works of

Whether the masses liked it or not, the

Student and maverick art critic Mike

powerful and biting in existence. For ex-

art that the public might not want their money

show is still recognized today as having the

ample, Kirchener's t4Self Portrait as Soldier,"

Theune commented, "I find it interesting that

spent on. Confiscating works of art and forc-

largest attendance ever for an art exhibition.

during the early 1900's, the Austrian artist

displays himself in uniform, with a bloody

Much of the works have been assembled once

Gustav Klimt had his works censored and

stump for a hand, as a naked woman hovers in

ing artists out of the country is an entirely
different issue."

again; the display is presently at the Chicago
Art Institute.
Hope College Professors Sander DeHaan,

the background. The Nazis found this so of-

"The censorship of art is not new by any
means, but this is different. This is holding up
characteristics in modem Art, and labelling

viewed them as pornographic. But today,

by Matt Buys
arts editor
Hitler labelled a vast sum of modem art
"Entarte Kunst" (degenerate art). In 1937,

t4

wishing the German public to see what he

works of Picasso and Van Gogh. Works that
didn't sell were burned.

John Wilson and Nick Perovich led a group of

fensive they renamed the work 44Soldier with
Whore," distorting the work for their own
sordid purposes.

students -- two from I.D.S. Two Souls of

gerous," sand sociology professor Deb
Sturdevant.

taken down because the people of his day
they're looked upon as milestones in 20th
century art.

Much of the work is painted in dim,

them as degenerate, and forcing the artists
into exile," Perovich said.

Germany, along with a handful who went for

morals upon a significant minority, you run

sickly colors; Otto Dix and his portrait of a

The show raises some issues that have

personal interests -- through the exhibition

into trouble," said DeHaan. "The massesdon't

jeweler displays a bald-headed man, in a

last Tuesday. 44 We wanted to give the students

decrepid stance, dressed in a suffocatingly

some real experience to feed into the classroom," said DeHaan.

been debated since Plato in the Republic. "Plato always see life as the artist does, who might
holds that art has a moral impact. Conse- prove that he sees something significant later."

tight brown business suit that causes veins to

quently, we need to establish certain controls

Perhaps the exhibition is summed up best

pop out of his head. The painting reaches the

if we want people lo grow into good beings.

by Thomas Mann, whose exile to America led

But this exhibit is an example of Platonic

him to say, "I have made many sacrifices in
order to save one thing which was denied me

The show included works from such

44

notable artists as Kandinsky, Kirchner, and

height of the grotesque. Dix is not easy to
take," commented Wilson.

Chagall. Accompanying the exhibit is a
plethora of fascist Nazi propaganda: music.

Interestingly,the Nazi propaganda called

principles used in a perverted way," said
Perovich.

for a return to the German family ideals.

The show's timelessness is striking; even

s a i Hope art professor Del Michel, who

by K e i t h Engwall
staff writer
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The music in this song is the driving
force behind the lyrics. It is powerful without

has made a name for himself as a solo artist

being overbearing. The song's opening, with

with ten albums in the past nineteen years,

layered rhythms, bold guitar counterpoint,

with top 4 0 hits such as "Rockey Mountain

and powerful chords, is reminiscent of a storm

Way," "A Life of Illusion," and "Life's Been

front rolling in over the horizon. Walsh's

Good." Walsh is also a former member of the

voice, which is just harsh and nasal enough to

classic rock group. The Eagles; on their"Hotel

grab your attention without being unpleasant,

California" album in 1976, he contributed

brings the strength of the piece to an edge. The

one of their best hits, "Life in the Fast Lane."

sheer presence of this piece is enough to get

Walsh's tongue-in-cheek style has been
his hallmark in the music industry, as typified

your foot tapping even if you're not paying

bv album titles such as "So What", "You

attention,and to cany youalongif you immerse
vourself in it.

Can't Argue With a Sick Mind," and "There

Walsh brings the power of solid music

Goes the Neighborhood," and by such antics

and poignancy of an earnest statement together

as running for President of the United States

as an anthem for the next generation. "Chil-

in 1979. His most recent album, "Ordinary

dren, this is your song./ln case someday you

Average Guy," seems to cany on his tradition

need one/long after I'm gone." Walsh dedi-

of silliness, with off-beat, humorous singles

cates this song to the children of the future,

such as "The Gamma Goochee" and "Al-

perhaps as a reminder to them or those around

phabetical Order," as well as the title track;

them that the Earth is ours only for a time, and

however, there is nothing comic about the
single, "Look At UsNow," which was released

that we must keep it going for the future. The

Walsh's lyrics challenge our indifference
towards the Earth's welfare. "People, open
your eyes!/How can everyone see it, and yet

stiO there is oafcjMt is evideat in the al-

-

Isolation and gloominess has charac-

be so blind?" sings Walsh in a voice edged
with frustration and urgency, as he tries to

ttmuaed, thread-like form*] devices, seen

l e m c d much of d » 2 0 t h c e n t e r , Vickers'

bring our attention to the crisis looming be-

m m

that: notably .n h«s Indk

painted relief. Or i s the dc^p open

fore us. "Please," implores Walsh, "take care
of the planet./That's the way that God planned
it./Pass it along to your children."

d t e y ' v e been uprooted a n d
^ m u c h later india ink drawings, ^

I

in a manner which drives the nail home without
hitting like a sledge-hammer.

than some Hope students have been alive. He

outcry for people to come to their senses
regarding the planet's preservation.

jNppy psychologicat^i

message is simple and direct; and is delivered

Joe Walsh has been rocking for longer

earlier this month. This song is an intense

Soothen>|%att5fe|helilH»«f

in Germany: freedom of thought and expression."

Vintage rocker
delivers forceful plea

h -tf Ttf itff::*t

andfetrfy realistic Latin
stratt and fotroil <

"There's a line, but when you impose

Walsh reminds us that we must tend to
the Earth, not simply for our own sake, but for
that of our children, who will inherit the
planet in whatever shape we leave it. Walsh's

combination of the strength of the music and
the sincerity of the message makes this song
stand out in Walsh's repertoire.
In fact, the entire album stands out as
solid work. It has been ten years since Walsh
has released an Album that has produced a top
40 hit, and his previous album, "Got any
Gum?" was flimsy, at best.
In "Ordinary Average Guy," Walsh teams
up with, among other musicians, drummer
Joe Vitale, who worked with him on many of
his earhest (and best) albums; one reason,
perhaps why this album sounds a lot more like
his earlier, harder works than his more recent,
lighter fare. "Look At U s Now" is only a part
of an exceptional album, yet it is an important
one.
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SPORTS
Women's soccer team starts Women's softball team
season with new coach
summered in Commectic
for national tournament
As someone who has lived in ten differ-

by Kris Olenik

ent cities and been involved in many activi-

staff writer

ties, Allsup is a strong believer in the importance of adaptability and also putting aca-

AllanAllsup is the new women's soccer
coach this year. The 25 year old Iowa native
brings to Hope's soccer team a lot of experi-

demies ftrst and hopes to

encourage his

ence and excitement for the job. He's only
been in Holland for a little over a year, but
he's already grown to love the community
and Hope.
Allsup graduated with honors from Iowa
Wesleyan College where he double majored
in physical education and recreation, minored
in music, competed in track and swimming
and was a player-coach of the local soccer
club. He was named to academic, music and
theater honor societies there. He then went to
Phillips University and worked towards his
masters degree in secondary education administration and picked up another minor in
theater. He's won numerous awards including Outstanding Young Man of America
1988-89.
Allsup has coached many other sports,
including track, swimming and tennis but
says that soccer is one of his favorite to coach

players in those two areas.
He's excited about this opportunity t(

and play. "1 love coaching and I'd love to

coach not only because of the team buj

keep coaching until I'm seventy or eighty,"

because of the community of Holland aw

Allsup says. In the past he has coached or

Hope College. "There' s so much here and;

assisted in at least ten other soccer programs

much potential in its beauty, its taste foi

including one he started and ran for four

education and culture, and its friendlinesj

years in Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, the Sooner State

and hospitality."
When he's no coaching, Allsup worl

Games in Oklahoma, Phillips University and
Lakeshore United Soccer Club.
Obviously a very active and intensive

part-time for Zondervan Corporation ii

person, Allsup hopes to share his knowledge

youth or music director at a church in th(

and experience as coach with the women's
soccer team here. If possible, he would like

area. This winter he will also be workinj

more spark inside us. We got more deterby Dan Combs
staff writer

mined as a team. Then things started going

if you just did not hear about it, the women's

the best defensive team in Division III. They

right for us, balls started falling in and we
When the school year ends, many of u s . were more aggressive on the base paths. We
like lo put anything and everything about got excellent pitching and our defence got
Hope College far away from our thoughts. If very stubborn."
Hope's softball team ended the season as
you were one of those people after last year, or

to bring continuity to the program, something

with the Holland Area Arts Council teach'
ing a theater course. He's looking for jol

the team has been lacking in its three years of

that will allow him lo continue lo coach|

existence. I'd love to stay for three to five

Allsup is married lo Hope alumnus Andn

years because this year is primarily an adapting year, next year will be an establishing

Unchphen.
Allsup says, "It' 11 lake a while for peopl(

year, and then we can move on from there,"

to get lo know me but I'm really starling l(

softball team made it lo the N C A A Division

even had two players who went the entire

says Allsup.

feel like this is home here." ,

III tournament and finished fourth in the na-

season without committing a single error.

tion.

Once Hope got the internal kinks worked out,

m

Women's soccer file photo

Cross country plans rebuilding year

Although many people were surprisedy

they still had many external obstacles between

the team's good showing, Hope Coach Karla

them and a trip to Connecticut. One of those

Wollers was not one of them. "I actually

obstacles was Adrian College.
The Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic

'Mid-way though the season I
did not know if we would (make
the playoffs), because we were
not playing as I felt we had the
potential for/
—Karla Wolters

Association (M1AA) foe had gone unbeaten

thought that we had potential to make the

had won the Wisconsin-Whitewater tourna-

playoffs. I didn't know if it would be nation-

ment and that gave us a big shot in the arm.
That was six wins in two days and it was like

als, 44 said Wolters.
Wolters also said, "I really felt that we
had more potential than any other team I have

enough ties with each other that they want to

coached."
Besides coaching at Hope, Wolters has

by Scott Runyon

be with the team for the rest of their time at

also coached at Calvin where she took a team

staff writer
The men's and women's cross country

Hope.
The rustic atmosphere is one of the great

I have coached."
The tournament, which was played in

teams took off their first weekend after re-

things about Cran Hill which caused the new

Willimantic, Connecticut, was the first ever

turning to Hope for a rustic camp experience

and old runners to gel together. This included
horseback riding, canoeing, and even cook-

post-season for the Flying Dutch. Their fourth

through the regular season, including two
wins over Hope. The Hying Dutch had lo
defeat Adrian both al the M1AA tournament
and al the regional playoffs before they could
advance to the national tournament.
44

Adrian was 12-0 in the league, but we

we had a different team after that. We hjKi

'The tournament experience is
something that you cannot duplicate in any other way.
Knowing that you can play with
the best is going to help the
people who have returned/
—Karla Wolters

is known as a "team,"
The thirty-five runners camped out in the

ing some of their meals on a grill outside. In

place finish was a result of going 2-2 in the
tournament. The two losses came to Trenton,

addition, nights had them in sleeping bags and

who is a powerhouse, and to Eastern Con-

beautiful woods of Cran Hill Ranch just north

on hard wood floors in plain timber cabins. -necticut. In the Trenton Game, nerves got the
"This is a rebuilding year," commented best of Hope, who committed four errors. The
Kaukenon. The men's team is rebuilding after loss to Eastern Connecticut was by the score of

past Adrian.
Hope was a relatively young team last

moves on.
"We want to make it back to Nationals

losing four key Varsity runners who were
seniors, including Bill Roberts and Bruce

Halfway though the season, a post-season

tion. Because of this and what happened last
season, Wolters' expectations will be high

this year," said co-captain Steve Kaukenon,

Retter, who held the number 1 and 2 spots last

did not seem very likely. The Flying Dutch

concerning some goals the team set at Cran

were 11-11. They then won 18 games in a row

Hill. t4 We also want too maintain and improve

year.
The' rebuilding process took a giant leap

when the spring comes around.
"The tournament experience is some-

the team's cohesiveness, to keep healthy, to

forward for both teams at Cran Hill when so

before losing to Trenton.
Coach Wolters said, "Mid-way though

thing that you cannot duplicate in any other
way. Knowing that you can play with the best

build a strong team, and to have fun."
Coach MarkNorthuisaddedthattheCran

manyclose relationships began.CherylBecker

the season I did not know if we would (make

is going to help the people who have returned.

('92) tied it together when she stated that

the playoffs), because we were not playing as

Plus, it is going to attract other good players

Hill experience serves a double purpose. It not

these relationships help to motivate and en-

the program,

only helps the teams gel in the current season

courage the runners and as a result, individuals

1 felt we had the potential for."
Wolters explained the turn around, "Ac-

but also helps the runners develop strong

will perform better.

tually what happened was that w e got a little

be a goal of ours this season."

where they trained together and became what

of Big Rapids and began to develop relationships that will become importantas the season

*

Women's Softball file photo[

Grand Rapids and is looking to work as

3-2.

confidence that we could beat anybody," said
Wolters, explaining what pushed her team

year. They lost only two players to gradua-

44

said Wolters.

44

I definitely

want to go back and Tm sure that itis going to
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Flying Dutch loose opening game in football
by Dan Combs
staff writer
The Hope College football team opened
its season last Saturday with a disappointing
17-14 loss. The loss was to nationally ranked
Findlay of Ohio. The game was played al
Holland Municipal Stadium.
Ben Cochran ('94) kicked a 28 yard field
goal that hit the bottom of the cross bar and
flipped over the top. The field goal was made
with only 1:21 left in the game.
Hope head coach Ray Smith said, "I
think that that (the kick) tells you how close
the game was."

tics is one intercepted pass thrown by Findlay.
The interception was made by Mike Byam
('93) and returned 50 yards to the Findlay 8
yard line. It led to a touchdown and gave Hope
a 6-0 lead.

Running the ball, Hope was led by Scott
Frederick {'92) who had 97 yards on 22 carries. Ric Blesch ('92) ran for 84 yards for the
Dutchmen. Findlay was led on the ground by
Nate Sprunger ('93) who carried the ball 23
times and gained 112 yards.
"In the second half (the running game)
was better," said coach Smith. "We had a
caucus at halftime and we improved greatly."
Findlay coach Strahm said, "They conFindlay head coach Dick Strahm said, trolled the ball pretty well in the second half.
"I've neverseen a field goal like that. It wasn't They arc a good, young football team. They
aclean kick. 1 didn't think it would go through." can run the football. 1 wouldn't want to play
Hope went into the fourth quarter leading them later in the year."
14-7, but Findlay scored the final 10 points of
One area that could be a problem for
the game. After the interesting field goal, Hope this season is the kicking game. At one
however, Hope had one more chance lo either point in the game, Hope chose to forego their
tie or win the game.
fourth down option to kick and opted to run
Quarterback Stefan Swartzmiller ('92)
led the Flying Dutchmen down the field, but
because Hope used all of its time outs earlier
in the second half, the clock ran out before
they could score.
"I don't know what the statistics were,
but I think we played them head to head," said
coach Smith.
The final statistics verified coach Smith's
statement. Hope ran the ball 46 times for 222
yards. Findlay ran up 219 yards on 49 carries.
Each team passed the ball 12 times with
Findlay completing eight passes and Hope
completing six.
The one difference in the passing statis-

•

the ball instead.
Coach Smith said, "Well, actually, our
punting was not that bad. We're more concerned with our PAT and short ranged field
goal attempts. If we are going to have more
close games like that, we have to play better."
Coach Smith also said, "I think that our
guys gave a very good account of themselves.
I'm sorry that we lost, but when we analyze
the film, we'll find that many of our guys
played a great football game."
Hope's next game will be this Saturday
when they take on Depauw, in Indiana. Their
next home game will be Saturday, September
28 against Aurora University.

nnouncing

%
Rick Blesh ('93) drives against Findley's defense to bring Hope
closer to a touchdown. Hope played a great game against Findley,
but ended up loosing 14-17 when Findley succeeded in a field
goal which hit the post and bounced in. Photo b y Rich Blair
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Featuring...
Yamaha
NAD
KEF

BIG America
Optonica
AKG
CWD Stands

Monster Cable

•Monster Cable Speaker Wire
16 Gauge .200/Ft
14 Gauge .400/Ft
12 Gauge .600/Ft

i' i

•XLII100

SA100

$2.50

$2.25

The Art and Science of Pure Hower and Plant
Essences to Care for Your Hair, Skin and Body
A v e d a actively e n c o u r a g e s t h e u s e

AUDIO

VIDEO

Next to Knickerbocker Theatre
76 East 8th Street
Joel Russcher
Holland, MI 49423

(616)394-9099

Closed Mondays
Open Tuesday & Friday 9-5
Wednesday & Thursday 9-7
Saturday 10-3
Call for appointment

392-6040

of p u r e , n a t u r a l , o r g a n i c a l l y g r o w n
c o m p o u n d s , in p l a c e of s y n t h e t i c ,
animal-derived, or animal-tested
p r o d u c t s . We a d v o c a t e recycling
a n d t h e p l a n t i n g of t r e e s t o s u s t a i n
and replenish o u r natural resources.

/VEDA,

73 West 8th Street« Downtown « Next to Holland Police Department
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Hope College Great Performance Series presents

INDIANAPOLIS

ALLETTHEATRE

Friday & Saturday, Sept. 13-14
DeWitt Center Theatre • 8 p.m.

The Indianapolis Ballet, with artistic director Dace Dindonis, will perform
the famous classic, The Moor's Pavane, set to the music of Purcell and
choreographed by Joe Limon in 1949.

Tickets available through the DeWitt Center ticket office, 12th Street & Columbia Ave. or
by calling 394-6996. Ticket office is open Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and from noon until 5 p.m. on Saturday. Tickets are $12.50 for adults, $10 for senior
citizens and $6 for students. All seats reserved. Season tickets for the 1991-92 Series
are still available.

4
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Campus Transportation will offer rides
starting
September 9th
Monday thru Friday
7 a.m. -12 p.m.
Be sure to make reservations 24 hours in advance at the transportation office
between 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Get the best
story on
campus!

THANK YOU The Centurian Fraternity
and
Kappa Delta Chi Sorority
thanks all those w h o helped them net over $ 2 5 0
at their third annual charity dance f o r Multiple

• ••••••

Sclerosis this past Friday.

m ^

x m

'

A r e you interested in power, wealth, and a high
profile j o b ?
If so then run for President of the United States, or apply

BU)*ou

to be the business manager for W T H S .

Monday-Saturday!

Aim; a Business Administration Student
(or anyone else interested)

Chicago Tribune provides Pulitzer
Prize winning journalism, fullcolor photography, and indepth regional, national and
world news, and features:

Good, practical experience on a resume, plus small salary.
Experience in radio not necessary.
Pick up application a W T H S o f f i c e in DeWitt.
'flL. —

I— ' -

For more info Call X 7 8 7 8
Ask for Chris

Great college and pro
sports with color
photos of the Big 10,
Bulls, Bears and more!

HOPE STUDENTS
Do you want to wish y o u r r o o m m a t e a h a p p y
fctatt on

birthday?

T o p coverage of
popular
music,
movies, art
and trends.

Or sell y o u r car?

Or congratulate someone for something they did?
Then take out a classified ad in The

Complete
business and financial
reporting to keep you on
top of career planning.

anchor. It only costs .250
and classifieds (as well as payment) m a y he dropped off at
- - —

-—•

Award-winning
columnists
and comics.
^

The anchor office. Please write n a m e and phone # on
classified f o r verification purposes,

D o YOU THINK THAT YOU KNOW SPORTS?
D o YOU ENJOY GOING TO GAMES AND THEN

price! Save 40% o f f regular prices. "Daily,"and
"Daily and Sunday," subscriptions are available. Prices range from $1.25
to only $2.10 per week for convenient delivery. Credit cards accepted.

Call TOLL-FREE: 1-800-TRIBUME
Ask for Operator 34.

TELLING OTHERS ABOUT WHAT HAPPENED?
THEN WHY NOT DO THIS FOR T H E ANCHOR.

We need sports writers and a sports editor. If
you are interested, come to our next meeting,
tonight at 7 p.m. or this Sunday at 7 p.m. at

Cfhicaoio (Tribune

The anchor office in DeWitt. N o experience
necessary.
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History Quiz
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KORNElf

by Richard Hochler

A "live fiction" presentation, blending
narrative fiction, staged reading
and live theater

. •• r^.V-r9 •; m ; ' .h
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FEATURING:
Richard Hoehler
George Ralph
and a company of Hope students
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DEWITT STUDIO THEATRE
Sunday and Monday
September 15 and 16
• 8:00 p.m. '
•

^ V

There's just one
great way to grab the hottest summer
1 # : fun in West Michigan: the LICENSE
TO CHILL* card from Pepsi! If you've
m i got one, you qualify for super discounts
for the summer s best concerts, theme
' • parks, food bargains and lots more!
Plus, you'll have plenty of chances to
/ ;> use your LICENSE TO CHILL' to
win terrific prizes! So when you're out
for a good time, make sure you take
along the LICENSE TO CHILU!

KM
h^l\
i:v;r

:r<il
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PEPSI. PEPSI-COL^ and U C E N S E TO CHILL «re
tradrmarks of PrpiiCo, Inc.
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^

The License to Chill card is good at the Kletz snack bar for
discount combo meals 7 p.m. to close, Monday-Friday and
all day Saturday and Sunday.
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Support Democracy

Vote

I'frS

For your
Student Congress
Representatives
Friday, September 13th
10:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
in Phelps, Maas, DeWitt
or outside of Lubbers
Bring Student I.D.

Apartments

Dorms

Beildler/Centennial/
Venema/Columbia

Arcadian/Cosmopolitan

Gilmore

Eric Westra

Amy Smit

Kristen Montpetit

Brumler/Oggel/Parkview
Tonya Blackmore

College East

Durfee
Jason Kooyer

Licty/VanVleck

Mark Westerbeke

Tina Panayides

Dykstra

Phelps

Renee Demberger
Lisa Hofman

Blake Crawford
Scott Gilmore
Jeremey Mistry

Joanne VanGenderen
Julie Myer

Derek Draft
John Stack

Karen Sepura

Kim Breen

Scott

Cottages

Jennifer Dickinson
Kollen

T o m Engelsman

Mary Haddon

Richard Gebhard

Off-Campus

Michelle Beekman

Brett VanderKamp
Benjamin West
Phil Collison

Steve Brandt

Tim Grotenhuis
Scott Venema

Thomas Murphy
Heather Herbert

Scott Patton

Renee Oosterhoff
John Lillie

Jason Spalding

At Large

Michelle Corey

Allison Borsum

Bill LaBarge

James O'Neil

Robin Wagner

Gina Switalski

Holly Moore

